Learn about Pittsburgh's rich Irish heritage, including the city's many famous Irish immigrants. This page from Pittsburgh Post-Gazette's "Pittsburgh's New Immigrants" series explores the city's Scotch-Irish history, the impact of immigration on Pittson's economy, and the experiences of current immigrants. The page also highlights the importance of attracting skilled immigrants and the role of organizations like Pittsburgh's Acculturation, Justice, Access and Peace Outreach (AJAPO) in supporting new arrivals.

Pittsburgh's New Immigrants: For 60 years, America officially excluded Chinese people. This exclusion ended in 1965, and Pittsburgh's Chinese population has grown since then. Pittsburgh's economy has gained from high-skilled immigrants, and the city is working to attract and retain them.

Pittsburgh's Ukrainian immigrant community is also explored, with a focus on their cultural contributions and the challenges they face.

Overall, the page emphasizes the diversity and vibrancy of Pittsburgh's immigrant community and the benefits they bring to the city.